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						Island flue
					

					5DF 92760

					5DF92760

					
					
					
							
										
											
												A energy efficiency class
											

											
												
											

										

									
	
										
											
												140cm width
											

											
												
											

										

									
	
										
											
												Multi Control
											

											
												


The extractor fan hood and hob are intelligently linked. The extractor fan hood can be controlled separately using the hob control panel and 
 automatically adjusts the fan power to the heat generated. The intelligent light system can be used to individually regulate the colour temperature and intensity.







											

										

									
	
										
											
												LED
											

											
												The innovative LED lights of Blaupunkt extractor fan hoods ensure even more light on the hob.

Another ray of hope: the long-lasting lights consume an extremely low amount of energy.
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						Output, consumption

	Voltage: 220 – 240 V
	Total connected load: 208.2 W
	Energy efficiency class: A*
	Average power consumption: 51 kWh/year*
	Fan efficiency class: A*
	Light efficiency class: A*
	Grease filter efficiency class: B*
	Noise min./max. normal level: 48/64 dB*
	Fan output max. normal level /intensive level*:
 	in extraction mode 521 m3/h / 650 m3/h
 	in circulation mode 380 m3/h / 480 m3/h


* According to EU Regulation 65/2014 / fan output according to EN 61591

						
					

					
						
							Design, comfort

	Black painted stainless steel
	For ceiling installation above kitchen islands
	Optional extraction or circulation mode (for circulation mode, a carbon filter is required)
	Multi Control
	4-level fan power (3 power levels + 1 intensive level) controllable through Multi Control
	Intensive levels with automatic reset
	High, fine-tunable fan output
	Powerful and quiet blower
	Uniform, bright lighting with 2 × 4.1 W LED modules
	Illuminance: 270 lux
	Colour temperature 4,000 K preset


						

					
					
						
							Accessories

	Metallic grease filter, dishwasher-safe
	Remote control


						

					
					
						
							Dimensions H × W × D

	Appliance dimensions, extraction: 90.0 – 109.0 × 140.0 × 60.0 cm
	Appliance dimensions, circulation: 96.5 – 120.0 × 140.0 × 60.0 cm
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							EAN: 4251003103991
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									Installation instructions

										[image: ] Instructions-for-installation-and-use-5DF92760.pdf 2 MB


									
									
									Instruction manual

										[image: ] Instructions-for-installation-and-use-5DF92760.pdf 2 MB


									
									
									Technical data sheet

										[image: ] Technical-data-sheet-5DF92760-de.pdf 165 KB
	[image: ] Technical-data-sheet-5DF92760-en.pdf 60 KB
	[image: ] Technical-drawing-5DF92760.tif 94 KB


									
									
									Energy label

										[image: ] Energy-label-5DF92760.pdf 185 KB
	[image: ] Energy-label-5DF92760_UK.pdf 36 KB


									
									
									Technical drawing

										[image: ] Maßzeichnung_5DF92760.jpg 59 KB
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The extractor fan hood and hob are intelligently linked. The extractor fan hood can be controlled separately using the hob control panel and 
 automatically adjusts the fan power to the heat generated. The intelligent light system can be used to individually regulate the colour temperature and intensity.
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													The innovative LED lights of Blaupunkt extractor fan hoods ensure even more light on the hob.

Another ray of hope: the long-lasting lights consume an extremely low amount of energy.
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